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The team

Role Group Member

Group leader Jonathan Yatckoske

TeamWebmaster Yaxiong Zhang

Chun-Hao Lo

Team Communication Leader Yuqian Hu

Team Key Concept Holder Kaiyu Xu

Attendance (meeting date: Mar. 27th 2015)

Jonathan Yatckoske In person

Chun-Hao Lo In person

Yaxiong Zhang In person

Kaiyu Xu In person

Yuqian Hu In person

Accomplishments of past week
1. Finish the PowerPoint for presentation.
2. Meet with Senior Design instructor. Give presentation and receive feed\back.
a. Fasten the speed of our presentation;
b. Include our challenges throughout the process of the presentation.
c. Get rid of the time-line.
3. Improve cell tracking code and GUI

Plan for coming week
1.Meet with our advisor and see if there is unsolved problem remains.
2. Improve our presentation. Prepare for the final presentation.

Group Number: May1634 Date: 3/24/16 - 3/31/16

Project Name: Studying cell behaviors in 3D microtissues using a LabChip

Advisor: Long Que

Client: Long Que
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Pending issues
Plans for group meeting to rework on the final presentation before dead week.

Individual contributions

Jonathan Yatckoske Work on coding; prepare for
presentation

Chun-Hao Lo website maintenance; code testing;
prepare for presentation

Yaxiong Zhang website maintenance; improve GUI;
prepare for presentation

Kaiyu Xu Take down meeting notes; prepare
for presentation

Yuqian Hu work on weekly report; prepare for
presentation

Individual hourly contributions

Name Week Hours Cumulative Hours

Jonathan Yatckoske 6 81.5

Chun-Hao Lo 5 67.5

Yaxiong Zhang 5 67

Kaiyu Xu 2 36

Yuqian Hu 4 57.5

Appendix(Code)
1. findDroplets.m:
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2. findCells.m

3. Code for cell-tracking:
close all
clear all

filename = uigetfile('*.tif');
info = imfinfo(filename);
num_images = numel(info);
bit_depth = info.BitDepth;
test = 0;
data={};

radius = 57;

for k = 1:num_images
X = imread(filename, k);

%if the image is RGB instead of grayscale, convert it before doing
%anything else
if bit_depth == 24

X = rgb2gray(X);
end

%find the droplets
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[centers, radii] = findDroplets(X,40,120);

%ignore any droplets with nothing in them
%do this by deleting the rows from centers and radii that have no cells
%found in the first frame
%TODO: write a function for this part

%find the cells in remaining droplets
if not(isempty(centers))

for i = 1:length(centers)
stats = findCells( X, centers, radii, radius, k, i);
data{k,i} = stats;

end
else

data{k} = [];
end

end

4.improved GUI code
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